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Assignment 6 

 
 

 

1. Consider the data file “legprod.dta”, which can be downloaded from the course web site. 

This file contains data collected by Sarah Binder in order to test whether divided government 

leads to legislative gridlock. Consider the dependent variable Gridlock3 which is a measure of 

the percentage of important policy areas where gridlock was observed in each session of 

congress (i.e. if Gridlock3=.3, it means that on 30% policy areas, gridlock was observed). 

 The data file includes the following independent variables. 

Divided – Equal to 1 for divided government and 0 otherwise. 

Moderation – A measure of the percentage of moderates in the House and Senate. 

BicamDiff – A measure of the differences in the preferences of the House and Senate. 

PartyMandate – For new chamber majorities, the number of sessions of congress the new 

chamber majority was in the minority. Equal to zero when the majority party is not new. Results 

averaged over the House and Senate. 

Budget – Size of the federal budget surplus or deficit as a percentage of government outlays. 

Positive values indicate surplus and negative values indicate deficits. 

PublicMood – Lagged percentage of American adults with a preference for a more activist 

federal government. 

(i) Run a regression with Gridlock3 as the dependent variable and Divided, Moderation, 

BicamDiff, PartyMandate, Budget, and PublicMood as dependent variables. Report the results 

(coefficient estimates and standard errors). 
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(ii) Test for time series dependence in the residuals. Interpret the results of the test. Calculate 

the Durbin-Watson statistic and interpret it. 

(iii) Re-estimate the model in (i) as an ARMA model including AR and MA terms as 

appropriate. 

(iv) Re-estimate the regression in (i) including a lagged-dependent variable. Are the residuals 

in this model auto-correlated? 

 

2. Consider the data file senate_expanded.dta on the course web site. Create 

variables for log spending per capita for incumbents and challengers and dummies for challenger 

quality using the following commands: 

* compute per capita spending 
gen inc_spend_capita = inc_spend / st_pop 
gen ch_spend_capita = ch_spend / st_pop 
 
* regression with logs 
gen log_inc_spend_capita = log(1 + inc_spend_capita) 
gen log_ch_spend_capita = log(1 + ch_spend_capita) 
 
* challenger quality 
gen ch_qual_1 = (ch_qual == 1) 
gen ch_qual_2 = (ch_qual == 2) 
gen ch_qual_3 = (ch_qual == 3) 
gen ch_qual_4 = (ch_qual == 4) 

(i) Run an OLS regression with incumbent two party vote share as the dependent variable. 

Include log spending per capita for incumbents and challengers, the challenger quality dummies, 

and state unemployment as the independent variables. Interpret the coefficients on the spending 

variables and comments on why these variables might be endogenous and what type of bias this 

might be expected to cause. 

(ii) Attempt to control for endogeneity using state and year fixed effects and cluster the 

standard errors by state. Interpret again the spending variables and comment on the differences 

between this regression and the OLS results. 
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(iii) Why might including state and year fixed effects be expected to help with endogeneity in 

this case? Why might endogeneity still be present even after state and year fixed effects are 

included. 

(iv) Was it necessary to cluster the standard errors by state? Why or why not? 

(v) Run an IV regression using wealthy challenger and state population as instruments, 

clustering the standard errors by state, and report the results. Comment on the differences 

between the IV results and the other regressions. 

(vi) Was it necessary to cluster the standard errors by state in the IV regression? Why or why 

not? 

 


